The classic UNIX code for switching processes is famously opaque and concise. In Version 6 of UNIX [5] , Dennis Ritchie appended a half-hearted explanation and then added a wry: You are not expected to understand this.
Such complex state changes are at the heart of OS design. In this note, I
will specify what the code does and, I hope, illustrate methods that will be of reasonably general utility in understanding and designing complex computer and software systems. Save saves the process state of the current (running) process and returns "1" so that the running process then calls "resume" with a pointer to the saved process state of a second process "next". The "resume" subroutine restores the state of the process identied by "next" and returns £ Permission granted to make and distribute complete copies for non-commercial use but not for use in a publication. All other rights reserved but fair use encouraged as long as properly cited. "0" as if it were returning from save. The newly restored process then falls through to the code section marked "switching in". The saved process does not start running again until some other process calls "resume" with a pointer to its data structure. there is a prex u of z so that Running@w u; pA if and only if p is "sometimes" running during z after the state determined by w.
By using event sequences we get an active view of how variables change and it is easy to dene variables that help reveal the workings of a system.
Here's one that counts the number of times a process has "switched in".
In@; pA a H; In@wa; pA a ( I C In@w; pA If Running@w; pA < Running@wa; pA In@w; pA otherwise
One of the advantages of the methods used here is that we are not forced to either enumerate the state set or even explain too much about the alphabet of events. For something like an OS, the event alphabet is going to be large and complex and the state set will be worse. Perhaps the event alphabet will consist of "samples" of the inputs applied to the chips of the motherboard at each processor cycle. We could imagine these events as Parallelism is a huge issue in "formal methods" but appears naturally here.
For example, it is certainly possible that for some w and a there are several cores c so that eg@wa; c; P CA T a eg@w; c; P CA. We have not had to yet specify anything about the way the cores change state in parallel they just are specied in a way that makes it possible. In some cases, however, we want to describe systems in which the architecture of components is specied and that is also straightforward.
Consider an abstract model of process interaction where processes can either wait for or generate events and, only one process can advance per core.
We are going to want to connect up a collection of these processes so that they communicate sychronously. Consideration of the algebraic basis of state machine theory and the relationship between state machines and semigroups indicates that there may be some value in looking at the algebraic structure of sequence dependent functions. If $ a f is dened so that w $ a f u @A Vz 1 ; z 2 ; f@z 1 w z 2 A a f@z 1 u z 2 A then the congruence classes w f a fu X w $ a f wg form a monoid under the operation w f ¢u f a w $ a u f . If we constrain to not depend on any feedback, so that transitions to M i depend only on outputs of M j X j < i, then the results of Krohn-Rhodes theory as described in Holcombe [4] , Arbib [1] and Ginzburg [3] . What happens if is constrained in other ways, such as by a certain circuit design discipline? Also, in databases, using some circuit disciplines, and in other situations, invertibility is a useful property.
That invertibility produces sequence functions that correspond to groups.
A much earlier version of this work can be found in [9] and [8] and much earlier in [7] with applications in [6] and [10] . Unfortunately, it took me many years to understand good advice from Professor George Avrunin that the formal logic notation was an impediment instead of an advantage.
